Lighten up...

Oxygen
Air Frame

Ultra lightweight air frame awnings...
...for caravans, motorhomes & campervans
The **Oxygen Porchlite** is the smallest of the Outdoor Revolution Oxygen Air Framed awnings. This Ultra-Lite porch awning is born of the success of the previous generation of Oxygen Air Framed awnings. Featuring improvements to the valve system; the new Dynamic Speed Valve (DVS) is thought to be the quickest, easiest and most reliable valve on the market making this awning ideal for short weekend breaks.

Deflation is just a push of a button and inflation is just a matter of inserting the nozzle of the pump and then pumping air into the frame.

Awning piping length 2.15m.

**Specifications**
- Material, 150D Double Ripstop Polyester
- Acrylix 300D Double Ripstop Mudwalls
- Poles, Airframe (Pump Supplied), Carbon Roof Pole
- Pegs, Steel
- Draft skirt included
- Height Range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 12.5kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**
- Liteweave Carpet, LW260
- Inner tent
- Rear Pad Poles, POL220

**Advanced Features**

**The Oxygen Porchlite** is also available in an XL size, this fits caravans from 240cm to 270 cm but shares all the same lightweight, reliable, easy erection qualities as the original Oxygen Porchlite.
The **Oxygen Speed 1** has been hugely successful, proving very popular with users all over the U.K.

This awning is simplicity itself; this product features our revolutionary single **Oxygen Air Frame Technology**. The front panel has large Tintz tinted windows for increased privacy, the front panels can also be stored in the front pockets for the sunny weather as a canopy effect. The Oxygen Speed 1 includes extra wide doors for ease of access and the Vortex Ventilation System, which increases airflow to help reduce condensation. Fitted with both 4mm and 6mm beading, this awning will ideally fit both caravans and small motorhomes.

Awning piping length 2.75m.

**Specification**
- Material, 150D Double Ripstop Polyester
- Acrylix 300D Double Ripstop Mudwalls
- Poles, Airframe (Pump Supplied), Carbon Roof Pole
- Pegs, Steel
- Draft skirt included
- Height Range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 12.7kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**
- Liteweave Carpet, LW320
- Rear Pad Poles, POL220

**Advanced Features**

**Oxygen Airframe Speed 1**... Compact, lightweight, and clinically quick to erect, incredibly stable and a large volume interior, makes this awning an acclaimed instant success, simply pump and go....
The **Oxygen Speed 2** is a sure to be an instant hit, combining **Oxygen Air Frame Technology** with the **Weather Defender Pole System**.

This 4 meter awning, at floor level, has one adjustable **Weather Defender Pole** for the perfect pitch and increased stability. The **Oxygen Air Frame** now features a revolutionary valve, the **Dynamic Speed Valve**. This is incredibly reliable, easy and quick; deflation is the push of a button and inflation is simply pump and go!  

Awning piping length 3.25m

---

**Specification**

- Material, 150D Double Ripstop Polyester
- Acrylix 300D Double Ripstop Mudwalls
- Poles, Airframe (Pump Supplied),
- Weather Defender frame & lock
- Poles, Steel
- Draftskirt
- Height Range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 14.5kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**

- Liteweave Carpet, LW320
- Annexe
- Rear Pad Poles, POL220

**Advanced Features**

- **Material, 150D Double Ripstop Polyester**
- **Acrylix 300D Double Ripstop Mudwalls**
- **Poles, Airframe (Pump Supplied)**,
- **Weather Defender frame & lock**
- **Poles, Steel**
- **Draftskirt**
- **Height Range, 235-250cms**
- **Colour, Ivory/Graphite**
- **Net Weight, 14.5kg (approx)**

With the inclusion of the brand new **Weather Defender Pole** and the adjustable **Weather Lock**, partnered with the solid **Oxygen Air Frame**, this awning is solid, yet incredibly lightweight. The new **Weather Defender System** just gives the awning that little bit more strength and opposition to harsher weather conditions.
Oxygen Airframe Speed Annexe is a contemporary new take on the annexe format. This annexe features Oxygen Air Frame Technology and is an incredible easy single tube design. Ideal for extra storage or sleeping space for two, this annexe really will improve your awning’s functionality.
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At five metres wide, at the base, the Oxygen Speed 3 is the largest of the Oxygen Air Frame Awnings for caravans. The Oxygen Air Frame, paired with the 2 Weather Defender Poles, make this awning lightweight yet incredibly stable. The new valve system, the Dynamic Speed Valve makes erection super-quick, easy and reliable. Deflation is simply a push of a button and inflation is a simple pump and go. Awning piping length 4.25m.

### Specification
- Material, 150D Double Ripstop Polyester
- Acrylix 300D Double Ripstop Mudwalls
- Poles, Airframe (Pump Supplied), Carbon Roof Pole
- Pegs, Steel
- Draft skirt
- Height Range, 235-250cms
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 12.7kg (approx)

### Optional Extras
- Liteweave Carpet, LW320
- Rear Pad Poles, POL220

### Advanced Features

**Oxygen Airframe Speed 3** Includes 2 Weather Defender Poles with adjustable Weather Locks for perfect pitching and defence against harsher weather conditions. The Weather Defender System combined with the Oxygen Air Frame Technology makes this awning very resistant to the elements and immensely stable.
The Dynamic Speed Valve is possibly the easiest valve on the market. To Deflate; simply push a button. To Inflate, enter the nozzle of the pump... pump & go!!

The Weather Defender Pole & the adjustable Weather Lock, partnered with the solid Oxygen Air Frame, makes for an air frame awning that is solid in harsher weather conditions, yet incredibly lightweight.
The **Movelite Oxygen 2** is revolutionary, featuring two Oxygen Air tubes, this is the next generation motorhome and campervan drive-away awning. This range encapsulates the versatility of the Movelite range with the ease and lightweight properties of the Oxygen Air Frame range. “The Dynamic Speed Valve is probably the easiest valve on the market. To Deflate, simply push a button; to Inflate, enter the nozzle of the pump, pump and go!!”

The **Movelite Oxygen 2XL** version of the Movelite Oxygen 2 drive-away awning offers a taller attaching reaching from 240cm - 290cm for taller campervans.

**Specification**
- Material, Acrylix 150D Double Ripstop fabric
- Airframe (Pump Supplied)
- Pegs, Steel
- Storm guards on all zips
- Tent Height 210cm
- Height Range, 180-240cms (2XL version up to 290cm)
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 14.5kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**
- Drive away guidance strips
- Carpet
- Inner tent, OR156
- Footprint Groundsheet
- Canopy poles, pole210

**Advanced Features**

- 14.5kg Ultra-Lite
- Ultra Fast Airframe Technology

**Movelite Oxygen 2** features extra wide doors, for ease of access (wheelchairs, pushchairs and mobility scooters), a Tintz tinted front window, gives added privacy and can also be used as a canopy and rolled.
The **Movelite Oxygen 3** features innovative technical advances; it offers a large amount of space, and can be set up quickly and easily. The new Dynamic Speed Valve requires very little time or effort in erecting. The three Oxygen Air Frames make this awning very lightweight for the size provided.

The **Movelite Oxygen 3 XL** is the largest of the Airframe drive-away awnings reaching an attaching height from 240cm - 290cm for taller campervans.

**Specification**
- Material, Acrylix 150D Double Ripstop fabric
- Poles, Airframe (Pump Supplied)
- Pegs, Steel
- Storm guards on all zips
- Tent Height 220cm
- Height Range, 180-240cms (2XL version up to 290cm)
- Colour, Ivory/Graphite
- Net Weight, 21.5kg (approx)

**Optional Extras**
- Carpet
- Drive away guidance strips
- Inner tent, OR156
- Footprint Groundsheet
- Canopy poles

**Footprint Measurements**
- Front: 310cm
- Height: 220cm
- Height Range: 180-240cm (2XL version up to 290cm)
- Net Weight: 21.5kg (approx)

**Advanced Features**

**Movelite Oxygen 3** and **Movelite Oxygen 3 XL** marry the versatility of the Classic Movelite range and the ease and weight saving properties of the Oxygen Air Frame range.
**Caravan Covers**

**Protection for your caravan against the elements of nature...**

Outdoor Revolution all weather breathable caravan cover allows condensation to evaporate. It is water resistant and fully UV stable to protect your caravan from damaging sun rays, rain & prevents the fading of van decals. It is universal in size with elasticated hems to help keep dirt & dust out once fitted. Nylon straps ensure a tight fit on your caravan.

Ideal for all year round storage and weather protection. The cover has 2 zips for easy access. Full instructions included. Complete with storage bag.

- Fully breathable & water resistant caravan cover allows condensation to evaporate.
- Fully UV stable to protect your caravan from the suns rays & decal fading.
- Elasticated hem to help keep dirt and dust out when fitted.
- Nylon straps for a tight & secure fitting cover.
- Complete with 2 zips for easy access.
- Ideal for all year around storage.
- Complete with instructions.
- Storage bag included.

Available to fit the following caravan sizes:

- **4.1m**  Max width 225cm
- **5.6m - 6.2m** Max width 240cm
- **6.2m - 6.8m** Max width 240cm
- **5m - 5.6m** Max width 240cm
- **6.8m - 7.4m** Max width 240cm

**FULLY BREATHABLE & WATER RESISTANT CARAVAN COVER**

- Allows condensation to evaporate.
- Fully UV stable to protect your caravan from the sun's rays & decal fading.
- Elasticated hem to help keep dirt and dust out when fitted.
- Nylon straps for a tight & secure fitting cover.

**Fully breathable & water resistant caravan cover allows condensation to evaporate.**

**Fully UV stable to protect your caravan from the suns rays & decal fading.**

**Elasticated hem to help keep dirt and dust out when fitted.**

**Nylon straps for a tight & secure fitting cover.**

**Complete with 2 zips for easy access.**

**Ideal for all year around storage.**

**Complete with instructions.**

**Storage bag included.**

**Protects your caravan against:**

- UV Rays
- Wind & Rain
- Dust & Smog
- Snow & Ice
- Bird Mess
- Leaves & Sap
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**LIFETIME Folding Tables**

Lifetime folding tables and chairs provide a place to work, a place to celebrate, a place to relax and a place to plan your next great activity. Take a look around and you’ll see Lifetime tables and chairs everywhere: offices, schools, airports and all over the world. From our traditional folding tables to our innovative fold-in-half, adjustable-height, and personal tables, our variety of products are made to help you work and play the way you want.

**Lifeline**

Folding tables are constructed of high-density polyethylene and are stronger, lighter and more durable than wood. They are not crack, chip or peel, and are built for indoor and outdoor use. The patented steel frame design provides a sturdy foundation, is protected with a powder coated, weather resistant finish. Built for the rigors of demanding commercial use. Lifetime Folding Tables exceed challenging BIFMA Standards. Legs lock into recessed sockets beneath the table.

- Stain Resistant and Easy to Clean
- High-Density Polyethylene 3uy
- Meets ANSI/BIFMA Standards
- Superior Strength
- Weather Resistant
- Lightweight

Double cross steel section between the legs reinforces this frame. Rubber feet prevent noise and scratching.
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**Outdoor Revolution**

The official UK distributor of Lifetime products.

www.outdoor-revolution.com
Blue Diamond Products Ltd have been producing toilet chemicals and caravan care products for over 30 years and are now synonymous with efficient and cost-effective solutions to your sanitary needs. Produced in the UK to strict manufacturing standards, whether in a caravan, motorhome, boat or tent, the Blue Diamond Fluid Range and Liquid Perfection Range offer everything the outdoor enthusiast requires for a stress-free holiday.

...liquid perfection

email: sales@blue-diamond-products.co.uk
www.blue-diamond-products.co.uk

Leisure Toilet Chemicals & Caravan Care Solutions

...liquid perfection

Leisure Toilet Chemicals & Caravan Care Solutions

Leisure Toilet Chemicals & Caravan Care Solutions